1. What role will Paul Popovich, Joe Missel, Greg Stidham and Dale Stafford have on the proposed projects? Do they work for CPSD or Parametrix?

The individuals named in this question work for Parametrix. Parametrix is under contract to the Clover Park School District (CPSD) to provide GC/CM Procurement and Advisory services and PM/CM services as staff augmentation to their current staff.

Paul Popovich and Joe Missel are senior level Project Managers and have extensive GC/CM experience on large capital projects. Greg Stidham and Dale Stafford are mid-level Project Managers with limited GC/CM experience however, they have extensive experience on K-12 small capital projects. We anticipate the next CPSD capital bond measure to be comprised of both large capital GC/CM projects and a complicated array of small capital projects.

One or more of these Project Managers will be assigned to specific GC/CM projects in the next CPSD capital bond program. Timing and availability, project team chemistry and individual specific skills and talents, will be used to determine the best project assignment for each Project Manager.